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Next General Meeting
Thursday 19th May - Richard Herrod Centre

                            at 10.30 (doors open 10.00)
  Our Guest Speaker at the meeting  is Geoffrey Harris and his subject is -

             “The London No-One Tells You About”
“A look at the quirkier side and history of our wonderful capital,

away from the famous tourist attractions. Geoff comes highly
recommended by other Notts u3as.”

The Mud Maiden - See Greenfingers Report - page 4

Please send contributions for next month’s issue by Sunday 5th  June to
eg.rennie@ntlworld.com.  Articles for the website should be sent to Graeme Bunting.

WinterSummer
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them. Nick recently admitted that
when he joined the committee, the
newsletter was definitely not his
choice of job but he took it on and
did  it for 6 years. So, I think Nick
has deserved his escape and  all
the free time! There is a lot of time
goes into Newsletter production. I
know – I was the previous editor
before Nick and am now the new
editor.
Some long standing members will
be thinking “What! Oh no, Is he
back again?” Yep.
I can tell you now that 6 years
away from ever developing
publisher software – it's a steep
learning curve. So apologies for
slip-ups, gross mistakes or
anything else. (Got my excuses in
early!)
Newsletter “stuff” - through
Beacon or my e-mail
(eg.rennie@ntlworld.com).
 No change to the system just a

Thanks Nick
All change at the editorial desk.
Nick out, Eric in.
On behalf of all of us – a huge
thank you to Nick Clark for
producing this monthly newsletter
for the last 6 years of C&G’s 10
years (from May 2016 to May
2022). That's 71 newsletters -
issues 48 to 119. The previous 2
editors did 47 issues  between

different face (and accent).
Eric Rennie

One Liners - A TV can insult your intelligence, but nothing rubs it in like a computer.

Editorial

Annual membership ends 31st May.
At the general meeting last month we
started the process of renewing
mebership. If you are able to come to
the next general meeting, your
membership form will be printed off so
that all you have to do is check if it
needs alteration, sign and collect your
membership card.
To avoid long queues it is really helpful
if you could join online. This is quite
straight forward as our u3a group has
its own Paypal account.
If this is not possible, please bring a
cheque made out in advance for £10 to
Carlton and Gedling u3a. This not only
saves time but is easy to check when I
am doing the account.
If you do not have cheques, please
bring a £10 note rather than a £20 note
as this will speed things up. We ran out
of £10 notes for change last week.
Maggie Martinez
Membership Secretary

Last week I played with the Ukulele band on a stage
to an audience we were appreciated to the point
where we had to do an encore, however, being up on
that stage and centre of attention was initially a bit
unnerving but being in the group and having friends
and colleagues around me aided my
confidence to perform as well as
possible.  This is the great thing about
being in a team you do things together,
exchange ideas and help each other
when needed, and having teams to
share the load is what we are trying to
achieve at the Carlton and Gedling u3a.
Paul is co-ordinating the teams and has
created a list, so think about what you
can bring to our u3a and add your name
to a team where you can help drive us
forward.
June is just around the corner and this
year we can organise our social event
again, more details to follow. We will also be marking
our 10th anniversary as a u3a. Coincidentally this
year is the 40th anniversary of the u3a movement
and we will be joining other Notts u3a to celebrate
this.
Richard

Membership
Renewal

Chairman’s Message

The Newsletter is published by
the Carlton, Gedling & District
u3a.  (Reg. Charity No.
1157211)

Views expressed are not
necessarily those of the u3a or
Editor
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Commander Neil Jarvis RN
Ret. Gave us an insight to life
as a “submariner” We all have
our image of inside a sub,
usually from the movies. Neil
said some get it right, some
are way off.
Basically space is very tight in
a submarine. Three tier bunks
with a curtain across is
'privacy'. It's tough if you are
tall. “Hot Bunking” is the
order of the day as everyone

where the sub is going and
what instructions come in
from the authorities (including
the Prime Minister) and
similarly the keys to operate
the missiles are restricted to
Captain and second in
command. The purpose of the
submarine fleet is to be able
to respond even after a
missile attack  on the UK.
There are always some of the
fleet out at sea. That's the
deterrance. Trials and
practises are carried out but
the UK has never yet fired it's
missiles.
Submarines can operate as
close as 12 feet below a
surface ship (just make sure
the periscope is down). They
don't go about “pinging” but
dolphins do follow them
around making noises, and
sadly no one shouts “Dive,
Dive, Dive” (they use a
klaxon).
A surprisingly interesting talk.
Eric Rennie

One Liners - Definition “inkling” - A baby fountain pen.

Guest Speaker

Dive, Dive, Dive.
is on  6 hour shifts. Neil
painted a delightful image,
there is a constant smell of
stale cabbage (from the 24
hour galley) mixed with the
smell of diesel. There is no
spare space. All
passageways also carry a
multitude of pipes (water,
diesel, waste, etc.).
Subs operate at sea for
several months at a time, so
there is a lot of supplies
required on board (fresh fruit
goes quickly). As the sub
weighs about 17.000 tons,
other extra weight is critical.
Due to the power system,
there is a constant supply of
hot water – useful for washing
your limited change of
underwear (except when the
water is required for running
the engines and is switched
off from domestic use - nice).
Unsurprisingly the toilets are
tiny and visitors have
problems understanding how
they work.
Operationally, only the
Captain and Navigator know
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This month’s meeting was at
Colwick Park; a stroll around the
lake seeing the progress of the
new “fish and eel swim” which
will allow the fish to get further
upstream. We saw lots of
ducklings and goslings, coots
still on the nest.
We seem to be doing well with
our meetings this year – all dry
weather (so far)!
We ended the session by going
to the new Quayside Café on the
Industrial
estate, which was a pleasant
surprise not the greasy spoon
you would expect. Try it.
Our next meeting will be at
Highfields aka University Park.
Please meet on 7th June at 10
a.m. at the Brian Clough statue
and we will catch the tram out.
Mike

At our April meeting we
watched further episodes of
the restoration of the Lost
Gardens of Heligan in
Cornwall, Europe’s largest
garden restoration project
that spans 200 acres. This
was from the Channel 4
series filmed over a period
of 12 months in 1997/98,
following the team’s vision
and obsession of bringing
the gardens back to life after
more than 70 years of
sleep.
Inside Heligan, you’ll
discover many secrets, and
one of them is the iconic
Mud Maid sculpture, crafted
by two local artists.
The sculpture was
commissioned back in 1997
and has become an
inseparable part of The Lost
Gardens’ Woodland Walk
ever since.
The so-called Mud Maid is a
living sculpture. That means
that her ‘clothes’ and ‘hair’
change with the seasons as
grass, ivy, and moss grow
and then wither. So that she
has a vibrant appearance in
Spring and in Summer; and
she will look completely
different in Autumn and
Winter. Nicola Dandie

One Liners - If you mix poison ivy with a four-leaf clover, will you have a rash of good luck?

Trips & Visits
         Coach trip to Worcester City - Thursday 7th  July 2022
   Places to visit: the Cathedral and the Tudor House Museum (both free entry) Greyfriars
  House and Garden (free to go in gardens and cafe but National Trust charge for house)
     and/or shopping and there are other museums further afield to visit (time permitting).

          Cost of coach: £15 per person.   Tickets will be on sale at the May General meeting.
  Pease complete a booking form beforehand (available from the website).   Cheques only please.
   Janet Allen

Photography Group Greenfingers

Table Tennis
Table Tennis is due to restart you will all be pleased to know.

Venue Netherfield Forum St Georges Centre 91 Victoria Road NG4 2NN
Start Date Monday 16th May. Time 10-11am every week apart from
school holidays.

No experience is necessary and equipment is provided. It’s a great
activity to get involved in and lots of fun. Wear comfortable clothing and
suitable shoes/trainers.If you are interested in coming along or contact
Andrea Stockdale on 07527090324 for more details.
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April at Whisby Nature
Reserve
The u3a groups have much in
common; the opportunity to try new
interests, develop old ones and most
importantly make new friends and
acquaintances.
The birding group has about 30
members with a loyal core who turn
up binoculars at the ready on the
second Friday of every month (bar
July and August). We all enjoy our
wonderful countryside, all things
feathered and each other’s company.
We have a good old chat and not
always about birds I have to admit!!!!!
But its good to hear that new
members feel welcome and novices
are helped to spot our feathered
friends by sight and bird song. So if
you are thinking of joining us do come
along and give group a try…we have
spare binoculars.
So to Whisby Nature Reserve on an
absolutely beautiful morning all with
our fingers crossed for a chance to
hear or see Nightingales. But no, they
hadn’t shown up as yet but we got
over our disappointment and still had
a really splendid day! The numerous
Chiff Chaffs were out in force and
good voice but proved very elusive to

spot as were the Blackcaps.
Persistence paid off and we made a
visual spot and our photographer
Lorraine actually managed a shot of a
Chiff Chaff who never seem to stay in
one spot for long.   Other birds were
more easily seen….Black Headed
Gulls, Lesser Black Headed Gulls,
Moorhens, Cormorant, Tufted Ducks,
Mallards, Shelduck, Great Crested
Grebe, Gadwall, Swans, Canada and
Grey Lag Geese, Blue Tits, Long Tail
Tits, Great tits, Dunnocks, Robin,
Blackbirds, Blackcaps Chiff Chaffs,
Chaffinch, we heard but didn’t see
Wrens and a Green Woodpecker.
There was some debate about if we
had spotted a Kestral or was it a
pigeon? Also Judith spotted a yellow
bird which might have been a Yellow
Wagtail and Rob saw a Buzzard
whilst driving to the site.
The group decided on a very local
place for our next meeting at the
Netherfield Lagoons and discussions
were had re a possible visit to Old
Moor for Decembers meeting.
Meanwhile happy birding and hoping
someone is lucky enough to happen
on a Nightingale!
For further information please contact
Helen Forrester
07846079721

One Liners - What do you call dyslexic owls? - Slow.

Birding Group Report - May 2022

Happily our face-to-face
meetings are almost back to
full strength, providing a lively
platform for discussion. This
month we have read Victoria
Hislop's highly acclaimed,
Cartes Postales of Greece.
As a result of her books about
Greece she has been made a
full citizen. Interestingly, as
this book shared a number of
dark folk tales of the country
we weren’t convinced that
she did justice to promote it to
tourists.
As a group we felt that the
style was confusing and to
some off-putting, but the

majority of us felt that the
diarised notebook of the
central character, who only
appeared in person in the
final chapter, gave a warm
and welcoming view of
Grecian culture. Several of
the group have read other
novels by the author and
were disappointed in it’s
popularised style and Mills
and Boon style ending.
We found it an interesting
idea, with some delightful
descriptions of the country
and some dark and
sometimes amusing folk
tales, but felt it was akin to a

travelogue or holiday read
with a mish-mash of short
stories for good measure.
Maybe not a good choice for
a book club read. I, however,
enjoyed it as it gave me a
warm glow of memories from
my youthful travels.
Members of the group highly
recommend The Return,
Those who are loved and The
Sunrise, by the same author.
We will meet again on
Tuesday 7th June at 2pm in
the Fire Station to discuss
THE MIDNIGHT LIBRARY by
Matt Haig.
Colleen  Bee

Book Club
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May 2022 Walk.
This month’s walk is one we
have done before and we
are usually blessed with a
magnificent and varied floral
display at this time of year
as well as splendid views
across the Derwent valley.
The walk takes us up
Deepdale, crosses to the
Magpie mine before
descending to a riverside
walk back to the car park. It
is just under7 miles in
length but involves a couple
of steady ascents and
descents.  Meet in the car
park on Ranmoor Road at
9.00am on 26th May and
bring a packed lunch.
Convenor
Brian Shield

climbing over a gate, due to a slight
miscalculation by the leader (Me),
and following the path through a
couple of farms we arrived at the
peak of our walk to a fantastic view
of Lathkill Dale. The drop down into
Lathkill Dale was down very steep
steps, but worth it to then walk
alongside the crystal-clear waters of
the river Lathkill. We saw Cows with
new calves, Swans, Mallards with
ducklings, a wide variety of birds
and Trout in the river on this walk
and some beautiful views of
Derbyshire. The sad sight was
seeing all the ash trees felled in the
Dale due to the disease Ash Die
Back.    Richard

April
7 intrepid striders joined me on a
walk from Youlgreave in Derbyshire
for the April walk, which I lead in
Brian’s absence (on one of his
many holidays).
The weather was dry but cool as we
set off from the car park in
Youlgreave and headed down the
path, which took us passed the
back doors of typical Derbyshire
cottages overlooking some beautiful
scenery over the valley, and made
our way down to the river Bradford.
Over a small bridge we then
followed the river for about ½mile
then recrossed the river and started
the ascent out of the valley. After

One Liners - I conducted an orchestra the other day. It’s more fun than you can shake a stick at.

Striders
Walks

Classical Music Appreciation
Frederick Delius. Presented by Mike Johnson The usual reception given to a musical presentation at
one of our monthly appreciation meetings lies in the range of rapturous applause through to mild
appreciation. Such was not the case with Mike’s presentation on Frederick Delius! A selection of his
orchestral works, familiar in varying degrees to the majority of the audience, would hardly have been
expected to cause dissent yet scarcely had the first two items from the Florida suite finished before
dissenting voices were heard. By the time Mike had finished the first half of his presentation with “In a
summer garden” and “On hearing the first cuckoo in Spring” battle lines were drawn; in the nicest possible
way of course as befits genteel music lovers. The difficulty facing some of us, myself included, was the
matching of the titles to what we actually heard. Where was the cuckoo? It was heard by some and not
others. A study of the highest and most influential musical authorities, ie Wikepedia, throws some light on
the problem. We are not alone, Delius himself was both lauded and disparaged for the problems raised by
some of his orchestral music. In a word the answer is “Program Music”, not to be confused with high tech
computer generated music. An answer to the dilemma as to why we were so divided lies in the form of the
music and more important how the title is interpreted. Does the title make a direct statement linking the
music to sounds and events such as the voice of the cuckoo or does it attempt to render a non musical
event musically? I hope this generates some thoughts and even helps with an understanding--- including
mine!
David Dobbs
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The Film group meets on the 4th
Monday each month over zoom to
choose 2 films to discuss the
following month which can be on a
chosen theme, or a more general
selection. Suggested themes for
future meetings are classic British
comedy, compare and contrast
between modern and older
Westerns, science fiction and films
about refugees. In May we're
looking at films on old age and
ageing with a couple of interesting
films which are detailed below.
Our last meeting saw us discussing
Scottish Mussel and Young
Offenders. As is so often the case,
our views differed, not too wildly but
enough to give us an interesting
discussion. It was felt that this had a
predictable plot and suffered from
poor acting and continuity. It was
somewhat forgettable although
there were positive (if that’s the
correct description) observations
that there were some amusing non-
PC dialogue which helped to make
it slightly more watchable! This was
not something that would prompt a
visit to the cinema and reminded
one of our Fans of old-time day-time
TV. It was suggested that it was a
vanity project supported by some
spare grant monies.
The second offering was Young
Offenders which seemed to one of
our Fans to be making a virtue out
of being penniless! The Young
Offenders in question were seen by
some as stupid no-hopers whilst the
film itself was seen to be easy to
watch whilst carrying out other
household tasks!

Hello All.
Thank you all for coming to
the meeting last Friday,
sorry that the coffee was
off!!
You seemed to like doing
the hexagon workshop,
and we look forward to
seeing your progress of
them next time we meet in
July. No meeting in June,
due to it being the Platinum
Jubilee Bank holiday, we
hope you enjoy whatever
you will be doing.
We would welcome any
ideas you have for the
group in the future, and if
anyone has something to
share with us all that would
be great.
See you all next time. Any
new member are welcome
at the Bred and Bitter,
Mapperley Top, at 10am
first Friday of the month.
Jackie and Jeanette

The actors were seen as being too
old for the characters they were
playing. There was a copious
amount of bad language and the
Irish accent necessitated the use of
subtitles! One Fan actually switched
the sound off and relied solely on
the subtitles. Although the basic
idea for the film was based very
loosely on a real-life story, the plot
was predictable,  but it was thought
to  have made good use of a small
budget. One bright spot was Connor
who had a culinary love affair with
chicken. When he sees the farmer
kills a chicken for their dinner then
he is off chicken for good!

For next time, we’ll be
watching Mrs Caldicott’s
Cabbage War available on
YouTube via this link  (1133)
Mrs Caldicot's Cabbage War
2002 FULL MOVIE - YouTube
and Rory’s Way, which is
available on BBC iPlayer.
Next months meeting is 23
May and is available via the
usual link
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89
787664965. Good luck with
viewing these films. If you'd like
to join the group or know more
about it you can contact at
suewarren2011@gmail.com.
Sue Warren and Andrew
Merriman

Film Group Knit & Stitch

There is a book in all of us, as
the saying goes.  There is no
need to write a book but a short
story would be nice.  Why not
come along to the Willowbrook
at 2pm on the Friday following
the general meeting?  There is
no charge but please buy a
drink.
We read out the stories or
poems we have written.  The
April subject was 'Burning'.
Stories ranged from Viking boat
burning to a cyclist who burned
in the sun.  The subject for May
is 'Love'.  The date of the
meeting will be Friday 20 May.
Everyone welcome.
Sue Oliver

Creative Writing

One Liners - There’s a new DVD about driveway foundations. It’s hardcore.
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5 Miles and a Cup of Tea
Lovely walk in May, through the fields from Bleasby to Morton
then back via the river.   It was a bit of a shock to find the tea
shop and pub in Bleasby were closed. The Red Lion in
Thurgarton came to our rescue with their heated outside area
and great coffee.

ATTENBOROUGH
Tuesday 14th June - meet at Ranmoor Road car park at 9.30am
for car sharing.
The walk will start from The car park at Attenborough Nature
Centre /cafe,   Barton Lane Attenborough, NG9 6DY. if anyone
prefers to meet at the start of the walk. The parking charge is £3
for all day.
This is a pleasant walk around the lakes to Spring Lakes
Watersports centre then back via the river.
The Nature Centre has an outside sitting area overlooking the
lake to enjoy a coffee or snack.
Sue Fairweather

One Liners - I don’t know how I got over the hill without making it to the top

A big thank you to Sally
for convening the craft
group in my absence in
April.  The ladies were
all stencilling items they
had brought to the
meeting along with
greeting cards. May's
meeting will have
passed by the time you
read this and our next
meeting will be in June
when we will be doing
egg shell mosaics.
Please contact me for
further details.
Pat Downing

Craft Group

Local History

In April the Local History group had a
fascinating guided walk around
Southwell. As numbers were restricted
the walk is being repeated in May, but
is fully booked. A report of the tour will

The Original Bramley Apple Tree

follow in next
month's newsletter,
so as not to spoil
the walk for those
going this month.
We are visiting the
Lace Market
Theatre in June for
a guided backstage
tour. Please see us
at the general
meeting to book
your place or
contact us via
email.
Graham & Anne
Palmer

The Card and Board Games Group meets
at 2pm at the Willowbrook on the first
Wednesday of the month.

As well as old favourites I would like to
introduce different card and board games.  I
have a book of 101 card games and a box
of fourteen other games, many of which
people will have already heard of.  Members
are very welcome to bring along any game
they would like to play.

Why not come along and give it a try?
There is no charge for this group but
members are asked to buy a drink.
Sue Oliver - convenor

Card & Board Games
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At the May general meeting, we
will be selling tickets for a
Musical, a concert and a
broadcast opera.  If you want to
reserve a ticket but are not
able to attend the general
meeting, please contact me by
replying to this email asap.

The shows are:

Broadcast Opera Hamlet  12
noon, Sunday 5th  June,
Broadway cinema (£15)
Concert: A Musical
Celebration of our Queen’s
Reign, West Bridgford Operatic
Society 2.00 pm Saturday 18th
June at West Bridgford Baptist
church, Melton Road, West
Bridgford.   (£8.00)
Musical: Identical,  Nottingham
Playhouse, 7pm Friday August
5th  and 2.30pm, Saturday 6th
August (£7.50).
Also new this month is the
broadcast NEW opera  Hamlet
from the New York Met.
Hamlet  was rapturously
received when it was performed
at Glyndebourne and the Met

Also new this month is the
broadcast NEW opera  Hamlet
from the New York Met.
Hamlet  was rapturously
received when it was performed
at Glyndebourne and the Met
version should be good. You can
get a glimpse of the opera on
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Sg1osUcNP_s
A Musical Celebration of our
Queen’s Reign  consists of
popular songs and from the
musicals, solos and duets,
including the Queens favourite
songs.   The second half will end
with a  proms style  audience
participation.
Best wishes,
Paul Martinez

One Liners - I’m hoping someone will tell me when my days of acting in pantomime are behind me…..

Theatre Visits
We are teaming up with Burton
Joyce u3a to go to see
Identical.  This classic tale tells
the story of twin girls separated
at birth and reunited by chance
at a summer camp ten years
later. To get to know their
parents and reconcile the two
halves of their family, they
decide to swap places and live
each other’s lives.  This world
premiere is directed by Trevor
Nunn  responsible for some of
the world’s greatest musicals
and comes from the producer
of  Top Hat, The Play That
Goes Wrong  and the
international hit musical  Six.

Drama Group
DRAMATIC NEWS
Do you enjoy a laugh?  Do
you have a good imagination
or a creative side?
Are you a budding writer,
costume designer, scenery
artist or even a budding
actor?  Then we need you.
The drama group is looking
for new members.    No
previous experience is
needed but come along to
one or two of our meetings
and see what you think - we
promise not to throw you in at
the deep end!
For more information contact
Pat Downing 0791 866 5322

Our next walk will be along the east
side of the Trent, from East
Bridgford. We shall meet at the
shoppers’ car park on Ranmoor
Road at 0930 on Thursday 26th May.
Please bring your car if you have one
so we can all get to the start point by
car sharing. I propose going for a
drink in the  Unicorn Inn after the
walk. Our last walk was from the
Jubilee playing fields to Burton Joyce
stopping off at the Ferry Boat for an
instant coffee (coffee machine was
broken!) and returning by bus. It was
flat. It was leisurely. We all finished it.
Join us in May!
Paul Martinez

Strollers
Review – Henry  V  We went to
the Bonnington theatre on   St’
George's day and Shakespeare’s
birthday, very aptly, to see a
performance of  Henry V, the
bard’s play about the England and
France at the battle of Agincourt.
It has a modern day setting but
with a very Shakespearean
theme. In the lead, Kit Harington,
playing Henry V was excellent. It
was broadcast from the Donmar
Warehouse theatre, a small venue
with not a lot of props but with the
lighting and atmospheric sounds it
came across as very dramatic.
We all enjoyed it very  much.
Jean Taylor

Henry V
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One Liners - Rembrandt painted 700 pictures and Americans have all 7000 of them.

In April we met at a member's home and the talk
was given by two of our members.
The first of these was on the artist John Nash. Like
his more famous brother, Paul Nash, he was a war
artist as well as having an interest in a wide range of
subjects matter.
John Nash was born in 1893 and died in 1977. He
worked in a variety of media, including oils,
woodengraving and lithographs. His primary interest
was in painting nature, and we saw a number of his
works that showed his ability to create his own
image of the landscape. These were often brooding
and bleak. He said he wanted to convey a human
condition rather than just a painting.
Oneof his most famous paintings is  Over the Top,
which shows a
counterattack during
the first world war. We
were told that there had
been a retrospective
exhibition of his work at
Compton Verney last
year, and I and others
though how interesting
that would have been.

The second artist we discussed was a scottish
painter called Elizabeth Blackadder. Her dates were
1931 to 2021. The artist was new to all but one of us
in the group. Like Nash, she was largely interested
in nature, which was very evident in her work. She
lived in Scotland all her life and taught at The
Edinburgh Scool of Art. Her early paintings were
influenced by abstract expressionism, but her later
work showed largely her interest in botany. She also
developed an interest
in painting cats, for
which she is well
known. Although she
lived in Scotland all
her life, she travelled a
good deal, and her
knowledge of the
variety of plant life was
conveyed through her
beautiful and detailed botanical paintings.
Christine Russell

Art Appreciation

Green Tips
The Grouchy Girls have been busy
collecting green tips for you. We
recommend white vinegar, with some
essential oil for most cleaning in the
home and Christine S found this
excellent way of avoiding chemicals
going into our waterways
Nancy’s Pure magic recipe You will need
200g citric acid 150ml just-boiled
water 20ml eco washing-up liquid
10 drops tea tree oil  a 400ml
spray bottle
METHOD Pour the just-boiled water over
the citric acid crystals and stir until clear.
Add the washing-up-liquid and tea tree
oil and mix well using a whisk.
Leave, uncovered, to cool completely
then pour into spray bottle.
Rinse the nozzle after use to prevent it
becoming sticky.
Mary Berry uses this
recipe instead of any
chemicals and suggests
adding lemon oil instead
of tea tree as they both
disinfect. Saves money too.

I am also collating a list of ways to save
waste going to landfill by sending it for
recycling instead.  The rules for council
recycling are confusing, plus when we
think that every toothbrush we’ve ever
used is still out there, not having rotted
down, it does bring the message home
that we all use too much plastic.  I’ve
joined a Tetra recycle group and am
happy to collect old toothbrushes as well
as plastic lids.
Watch this space for further information!
Maggie Martinez
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One Liners - I have to take my hat off to my barber - It makes it easier for him to cut my hair.

Grouchy Girls Zooming again
April 2022

Realising some members of the
group are unable to access The
Willowbrook, I hosted an inclusive
Zoom. It was great to see those
Grouchy Girls again.

Memories of Easter bonnets and
old traditions made us laugh.
We went so far down Memory Lane
we got lost! Many traditions were
linked to our churches, although
seeming pagan. Lesley was thrown
out of the maypole dancing for
going the wrong way and causing a
massive tangle! Sadly none of us
were May Queens but we played
many games that were NOT on a
screen- cat’s cradle, clapping
games, paperfolding fortune tellers,
hopscotch, what’s the time Mr. Wolf,
2 ball etc etc. Gill remebered Easter
whips and tops! Sounded a bit
Victorian to us but she was
insistent. We promised to try to
teach these to children- if we can
tear them away from those devices.
REMEMBER TO BRING BOOKS
AND MAGAZINES TO THE NEXT
MEETING AT THE
WILLOWBROOK

Grouchy Girls

Is the idea of a Royal Family
outdated? Time for the queen to
abdicate? The general feeling
among the Grouchies was that
she is duty bound and will remain
in post until she drops. If we’re
wrong, her 70th jubilee could be
the right timing. We feel that
monarchy will never be the same
after Elizabeth II. Prince Charles
will want to succeed, he has
waited so long, and we’ve noticed
Camilla having some promotion in
the media of late. The monarchy
had some romance in the past,
but we now know too much about
their private lives to put them on a

Grouchy Girls  BACK AT THE WILLOWBROOK…
I arrived at the meeting in a proper grouchy mood and was cheered up by the fun we had discussing these topics.

Does Formula One glorify the
polluting gas-guzzling car? Should
we put Lewis Hamilton on the shelf
with the queen? The Grouchy Girls
don’t see the point of watching the
blur of F1 and thought Scalextric
better. We feel that we’re made to
feel guilty running cars on fossil fuel
while the privileged few roar around
the track. Bring on the electric cars
as they’d be slower so at least we
could see them! An alternative is The
Goodwood revival event where cars
like Hillman Imps feature.

gilded pedestal. Some felt that Prince
Wills and Kate slipped up on their
tour and that they should use their
influence to bring the royals up to
date. One member said she’d never
been able to take the royals seriously
since reading the Gormanghast
books in her youth. Put her in the
Tower!

Households cancel streaming
services. Netflix numbers are falling
& prices increasing. What are the
Grouchy Girls doing to cut costs? We
still try to be eco. aware, and most of
our ideas concerned saving fossil fuel
energy. If we bake, we fill that oven,
and some are using less energy by
cooking rice, veg. etc. in the
microwave. Lynn’s tip for perfect
sprouts was to only boil for 2 mins.
then leave on hob for 8 mins-lid on. We
like to cook in bulk which saves energy
and effort. Deidre recommends using
an air fryer for spuds in jackets and
Ninja ovens were recommended. We
turn off lights and our smart meters
have made us realise that kettles and
hair dryers use a lot of energy. Put on
an extra jumper!

Calorie count on menus- helpful or
spoil the fun? We approve!  We can
make an informed decision and
decide whether to have that calorific
sauce or not. We like to know, but for
those who don’t worry, they can
ignore it if they choose. The grouchy
Girls want to be aware to keep
healthy.
Come to The Willowbrook 2pm
on 3rd Wednesday of the
month where we not only have
interesting discussions, but
bring along a book or magazine
to swop.  Also, look out for
another Zoom invitation.
Maggie Martinez
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